THE SPANISH BAROQUE GUITAR AND SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY TRIADIC THEORY Thomas Christensen
In searching for the origins of harmonic tonality, the historian must be careful not to fall into the trap of fallacious geneticism by anachronistically interpreting some musical event or theoretical formulation in the light of later tonal theory. For example, because a harmonic progression in a 16th-century madrigal might look like a tonal authentic cadence, it does not follow that the progression actually fulfills such a tonal function in context. Likewise, when a theorist from the same time notes that in practice the fourth scale degree of a Lydian mode is often lowered through musica ficta, it would be Procrustean for us today to interpret his observation only as an adumbration of the modern major/minor key system. Any sophisticated theory of tonality, as Carl Dahlhaus has shown us, must be a dynamic one comprising a nexus of features that cannot be facilely reduced to a composite of individual constituents, however critical any one of these constituents may be to the theory. ' In this regard, the question of triadic theory in the 17th century stands as a paradigmatic test case. It is easy for us to project back-1 wards our notion of tonal coherence upon the chordal progressions composed and taught by early Baroque musicians, and indeed this has often been done with enlightening results.2 In doing so, however, we risk misconstruing both the stylistic and the theoretical frameworks in which this chordal vocabulary was articulated, ones that relate back to 16th-century modal and contrapuntal theory as much as they point forward to 18th-century functional harmony.3 Triadic structures, in other words, may be necessary, but by no means sufficient, components to a tonal theory.
With this caveat in mind, I would like to look at a unique and littlestudied musical repertoire from the 17th century-the popular dance tunes played upon the Spanish five-course Baroque guitar-wherein we find extraordinary evidence of "triadic thinking" with intriguing theoretical implications. Much music played upon the Baroque guitar was strongly chordal in texture, which should probably not surprise us given the ease with which one can finger and strum a chord on this instrument. It is usual for folk and rock guitarists today to think of the songs they accompany in exclusively chordal terms; the same turns out to have been true for 17th-century guitarists, for whom chords became independent and autonomous compositional constructs that could be inverted and juxtaposed freely. This chordal mentality allowed them to test and exploit harmonic relationships with far greater license than was available to keyboardists, whose practice was heavily constrained by contrapuntal exigencies. Moreover, there was an extensive pedagogical literature written for these guitarists that codified this triadic practice and that differed in remarkable ways from commensurate treatises on compositional practice aimed at keyboardists. The practice and theory of Baroque guitar music was not without ramifications. In the second half of this article I will show how the chordal textures cultivated in solo guitar dances were integrated within thorough-bass ensembles in the 17th century, with profound consequences for the development of harmonic theory in the 18th century.
Rasgueado Guitar Performance and Triadic Textures
In the first decades of the 17th century, rasgueado, a performing technique on the newly-developed five-course guitar, gained rapid popularity in Spain. Rasgueado literally means "strummed" and contrasts with the technique of plucking called punteado, which was long cultivated on the lute (and its Spanish equivalent, the vihuela). In rasgueado playing, the performer fingers a chord with the left hand while the right hand strums the strings with sharp unfurlings of the fingers in alternate directions; the technique is used most commonly today in Flamenco music.4 Of the two styles of playing, punteado was considered more refined and aristocratic, while rasgueado strumming was often deprecated as coarse, or even vulgar-the music of "stable boys."5 Nonetheless, the energetic rhythms produced by rasgueado strumming proved seductive even to connoisseurs of the punteado style. Rasgueado guitar playing spread quickly from Spain to Italy and then throughout Europe. It was through this repertoire that numerous Spanish dance forms such as the folia, pasacalle, chacona, and zarabanda gained currency and eventually developed into the genres familiar to us today.
Every rasgueado dance is characterized by a relatively strict harmonic and metric formula. The harmonic vocabulary is simple, often comprising no more than three or four different triads, from which contemporary listeners can easily infer incipient harmonic functionality.6 For example, the earliest guitar pasacalle (a precursor of the passacaglia) follows the simple cadential formula of harmonies we would today label as I-IV-V-I. These pieces were usually played as ritornellos in song and dance accompaniments.7 A more complex harmonic pattern underlies the mature folia, which consists of a minor "tonicdominant" progression followed by a move to the "mediant" key via the lowered 7th scale degree.8 (Of course, such functional terminology was not part of any 17th-century vocabulary; nevertheless, I believe it is reasonable to use functional designations in this case, as there is evidence that guitarists of the time did indeed think of chords in a functional way, i.e., as belonging to diatonic scale steps of major and minor keys. This point will be taken up below.) Example 1 shows the paradigmatic form of both dances, with Roman numeral analyses given underneath. (The differing stems indicate in which direction the full chord is to be strummed by the guitarist; down stems are strummed from the lowest note to the highest note, up stems are strummed from the highest note to the lowest note.) Not all of these chords are in "root position"; for reasons we will shortly examine, it was not unusual for a solo rasgueado guitar piece to both begin and end on a 6 or 6 triad. The harmonic identity of these chords was never obscured by inversion, though. The rich and percussive resonance of the guitar courses allowed a chord's functional sonority to remain essentially constant no matter which particular note happened to be on the bottom.
The guitarist would repetitively play harmonic formulas (or "chord rows" as Richard Hudson calls them) like those given in example 1, often with rhythmic variations, harmonic substitutions, and transpositions, but with no real change in the basic structure. This is not to say that all these formulas remained fixed over time. On the contrary, each one of these dances evolved in complex ways during the 17th century, producing dozens of interrelated hybrids.9 Yet for all their variants and derivatives, rasgueado dances remained strictly chordal in texture and simple in their harmonic vocabulary. Among the first exponents of the rasgueado style was the Catalonian physician and amateur guitarist Joan Carles Amat (1572-1642). Amat wrote a noteworthy little guitar treatise entitled Guitarra espanola that is apparently the first to provide instructions on rasgueado performance techniques.10 Amat's treatise offers a fascinating new perspective for the instruction-and hence conceptualization-of harmony. As befits the rasgueado style, Amat tells the student that only two kinds of chords (called puntos) need be learned: the major (naturales) and minor (B mollados) triads. He adds that one must learn these two triads in all twelve transpositions, as the guitarist might need to transpose some song on demand in order to fit a given singer's range.11
To illustrate the relation of these twelve transpositions, Amat concocts a pedagogical device that would become increasingly familiar in the 18th century: the musical circle (see example 2). The top half of Amat's circle encompasses the twelve major triads (marked "N"), while the bottom half encompasses the twelve minor triads (marked "B"). The tablature notation Amat employs is straightforward. The five sections in which each chord is notated represent the five courses of the guitar. Since the position of the five courses runs inverse to their tuning, the first course (innermost circle) is tuned the highest, while the fifth course (outermost circle) is tuned the lowest. Each course is assigned a specific fret with a specific finger. For example, in the first major chord (at "nine o'clock"), the first two courses have no indication and are thus played as open strings, while the third course is to be stopped at the first fret, and the fourth and fifth courses stopped each at the second fret. (The letters a, e, i and o designate which left-hand fingers to use.) In Amat's tuning, the resulting chord is an E-major triad with B sounding as the lowest note. But this might not be the case with a different tuning. Four of the five courses of a Baroque guitar consist of two strings that may be tuned either at the unison or at the octave (termed a "bourdon"). As there was never a consensus in the 17th century about the tuning of the guitar, it sometimes happens that the "top" course might not in fact be the acoustically lowest sounding note if a "lower" course is tuned as a bourdon. Such overlapping tunings are called "re-entrant" (illustrated in example 3). It seems that the most popular tunings for the five-course guitar in the 17th century were re-entrant.12 Because the octave register(s) of a given course cannot be determined from tablature notation, contemporary editors are continually bedeviled in transcribing this music into diastematic (staff) notation. Amat, at least, tells his readers at the beginning of the treatise how to tune, so there is no problem in transcribing his circle (done in example 4). We see that Amat orders his chords in a cycle of descending perfect fifths (or as he prefers to express it, ascending fourths) running from E major on the far left (#1) to B major on the far right (#12), while the minor triads run parallel from E minor (#1) to B minor (#12). Note that the chords do not exhibit any uniformity as to "position" or spacing. (And of course another re-entrant tuning could result in an even greater variety of inversions or spacings.) But none of this really matters. As I have already noted, in rasgueado style it makes no difference whether or not the bottom note of the chord is the "root" (baxte); what is crucial is the chord's overall functional sonority, achieved through the rapid and percussive strumming of the guitar courses.
Amat's circle of fifths is significant as the earliest of its kind. It precedes by some one hundred years the similar circles that were developed in German-speaking countries to aid composers and out by 18th-century theorists would have been impossible to conceive in Amat's musical/notational framework. Tablature notation, after all, expresses only how a given pitch is to be produced mechanically; there is nothing in the notation that suggests a note's relationship within any kind of acoustical or tonal framework, as there would be in diastematic notation. (German musicologists aptly characterize the difference as one between Griffschrift and Tonschrift.) 14 Amat does allow that the twelve transpositions can represent distinct "keys" (modos), given that any chord progression can be transposed to any pitch-level simply by appropriate substitutions. For instance, he takes a Paseo dance (another early form of the Passacaglia) and shows how it can be played in twelve keys. "I have wanted to present here these twelve ways of making a Paseo because they are common to an almost infinite number of pieces; . . . using the twelve keys, one will be able to play many pieces that are current such as vacas, gallardas, pabanillas, sezarillos, etc."15 Amat was, incidentally, not the first composer to write music that cycled through all twelve equally-tempered keys. Even earlier instances can be found in the lute literature, for example, a dance collection written in 1567 by Jacomo Gorzanis.16 And undoubtedly an unwritten tradition among performers of equal-tempered fretted instruments would extend back even further.17 But Amat does appear to have been the first to describe the result. To convey these twenty-four chords more efficiently than the cumbersome tablature, he uses a shorthand form of notation that came to be called alfabeto (or sometimes abecedario), whose invention is usually attributed to the Italian guitarist Girolamo Montesardo.18 In alfabeto notation, every chord is notated with an arbitrary symbol (numbers in the case of Amat, letters in the case of Montesardo and most later composers). Example 5 shows Montesardo's alfabeto table and a transcription into modern staff notation. Seventeenth-century guitarists employed many such alfabeto and tablature notations, which varied greatly depending upon the country, period, and even publication!19 After simply learning the chord assigned to each symbol, one could then play rasgueado music in about any key by the simple substitution of chords.
Example 6 illustrates some of the ways Spanish guitarists employed the alfabeto notation.20 These excerpts come from song and dance collections that are the 17th-century equivalent of contemporary "fake books." The letters and other symbols in each excerpt refer to the various chords that are intabulated at the beginning of their respective publication. The rhythm and direction of strumming is indicated in example 6a by the vertical lines, while in example 6b, the guitarist would follow the rhythm indicated above the text (belonging to a song that was presumably popular enough that it did not need to be notated). Clearly, alfabeto notation can only approximate what must have been a flexible improvisational practice. Comparing the notation, sound, and function of this music to popular guitar music today, it is astonishing to see how little has changed over the last 400 years.
As unpretentious as rasgueado music was, its theoretical implications were profound: music was now conceived and taught as consisting of chordal entities that were self-sufficient and combinable in permutations independent of contrapuntal or modal control. Amat describes chords as "raw material" for the guitarist, comparable to "the colors of the painter, with which one can mix in any way and in whatever key, jumping from one to the other."21 This radically new view of the compositional process differs from that articulated by those other pioneers of triadic theory from the early 17th-century: Burmeister, Harnisch, and Lippius. For all their emphasis upon chords as fundamental constituents of music, these German theorists still treat triads as implicitly subordinate to intervallic/contrapuntal features: triads derive from the harmonic or arithmetic division of a perfect fifth and are disposed according to a two-voiced (bassus/ discant) contrapuntal framework.22 Most 17th-century guitarists were either ignorant or unconcerned with such theoretical matters. For them, chords were liberated from any voice-leading constraints and became autonomous building blocks.23 Rasgueado playing thus offered the adventuresome guitarist unprecedented freedom to test new harmonic relations. N  2  3  0  0  0  2  2  3  1  0  1  3  1  3  0  2  0  2  0  2  2  3  3  2  3  1  1  1  0  0  2  2  2  1  0  2  3  2  3  0  3  1  0  1  3  1  3  0  0  1  3  2  2  1  4  1  3  0  2  0  1  0  0  1  1  0  1  3  3 .IPr"-Another Spanish guitar tutor from the 17th century that also employed musical cycles was written by Gaspar Sanz.26 Sanz's cycle of fifths (which he calls a "labyrinth") is noteworthy in that it explicitly maintains inversional equivalence between triads. This can be seen in example 8, reproduced from Sanz's treatise. The top row of twentyfour chords is the familiar cycle of fifths for both major and minortriads, while the three columns below each triad contain alternative inversions and spacings of the chords (derived by shifting the fingerings of other alfabeto chords up the indicated number of frets). A transcription of the chord notated as "C" and "A" along with their three variants is given in example 9.27 Note that, as with Amat, the primary puento is not in "root" position; in rasgueado style, the actual sounding bass note was unimportant. Sanz tells the student that any one of the chords given in any column can be substituted for the other. Thus a single pattern of just four chords as found in the pasacalle offers 256 possible permutations. Sanz concludes that the student "can make as many variations as there are leaps among the boxes of the twelve letters, which are so numerous that you will not be able to count them without much arithmetic."28
We can see, then, that the "theory" of rasgueado guitar music in the 17th century was surprisingly progressive in light of later developments in tonal theory. We find explicit recognition of chordal identity and root, extravagant invocation of octave/inversional equivalence, and finally a reduction of modes to two transposable major and minor species. Unfortunately, most historians of music theory who have looked into Spanish writings from the Baroque period have ignored these guitar tutors and focused instead upon the more learned treatises on composition and counterpoint by conservative church musicians such as Pedro Cerone, Andres Lorente, and Cruz Brocarte. Certainly, if one confines oneself to these latter texts, Spanish theory indeed appears conservative in comparison to theory produced elsewhere in Europe. One writer has even gone so far as to characterize the state of 17th-century Spanish theory as one of "atrophy and stagnation."29 In light of the progressive formulations we have seen in these Spanish guitar instructors, however, such a judgment is unwarranted.
True, these guitar primers do not represent theoria in the traditional scholastic sense; they are unpretentiously propadeutic works of the kind that Carl Dahlhaus has described as "implicit" music theory.30 Nonetheless, it can be argued that these writings do stake out a distinct theoretical perspective, one that was instinctively understood and more widely practiced by musicians of the time than the theory depicted in the learned, weighty tomes of their scholastic counterparts. Paradoxically, one might say that it was precisely the wide gulf separating the conservative Spanish traditions of received music theory from the empirical practice of the guitarists (to say nothing of the social distinctions) that freed the latter to reconceptualize harmony so radically.3' Rasgueado guitar music was not confined to the Iberian peninsula; its lively rhythms and lush chordal sonorities proved contagious throughout early 17th-century Europe. Italians were particularly receptive to the exciting battente music (as they translated rasgueado) of their Mediterranean neighbor. This is not surprising given that Spain was still a dominant-if increasingly weakening-political and cultural force in Italy during the early 17th century, with both Naples and Sicily among its protectorates. Already in 1628 Giustiniani observed (not without dismay) that the Spanish guitar and theorbo "have conspired to banish the lute altogether. In this they have succeeded, just as the Spanish fashion in clothes prevails over all other fashions in Italy."32 (This lament, incidentally, would be echoed throughout the century by lutenists whose music and jobs were increasingly threatened by the encroaching guitar.) James Tyier has counted at least sixty-nine "song books" published in Italy between 1606 and 1629 calling for guitar accompaniments.33 In but one of the ironies illustrative of the taroque tendency towards stylistic cosmopolitanism, it was the Italians who in fact became the preeminent exponents and disseminators of Spanish guitar music in the 17th century. So quickly did Italian musicians dominate the field that some Spanish guitarists eventually felt it necessary to travel to Italy (as did Gaspar Sanz) in order to perfect their art under the tutelage of Italians!34
Not only did Italian musicians learn to play and compose for the imported five-course guitar; they also adopted the rasgueado performing technique in their own native family of extended-lute instruments: the theorbo, archlute and chitarrone. Many published collections of solo dances and songs accompaniments for these instruments were clearly influenced by the rasgueado style and usually written in alfabeto notation with subtitles like "con le lettere dell' Alfabeto" or "con inalfabeto della chitarra Spanguola."35 l'alfabeto della chitarra Spanguola."3s with voice-leading considerations in mind, the specific function of each dissonant chord is not always immediately apparent at first glance. Spliced together, these alfabeto chords produce a nightmare of parallel perfect consonances, and dissonances that are doubled, unprepared, and unresolved. But the point cannot be emphasized enough that it was the harmonic sonorities that were important in this guitar repertoire, not the particular voicings. Thus almost any chord inversion or dissonant harmony could be introduced, irrespective of its context.
The Guitar and Thorough-Bass Practice
Perhaps the most consequential application of rasgueado guitar playing is to be found in the Baroque continuo ensemble. Too often, we forget that the realization of the thorough-bass in the 17th century was not the sole province of keyboardists. A colorful assortment of hand-plucked and strummed instruments including the theorbo, archlute, chitarrone, and harp, were frequently-and in certain repertoire preferably-called into use.43 The guitar was one of the most popular continuo instruments in the 17th century. For one thing, the guitar was a cheap and portable instrument, far easier to tune and play than a theorbo or chitarrone. More importantly, the chordal texture of rasgueado strumming proved ideally suited to the realization of basic continuo harmonies. And because of its robust resonance, the guitar could project itself far more effectively in larger ensembles than could the more intimate lute or even the harpsichord. Unlike the more complicated contrapuntal realizations typically performed by keyboardists, guitar continuo parts tended to be simple, often consisting of little more than rasgueado strumming notated in alfabeto. Needless to say, they could result in accompaniments that sounded downright clumsy, especially when paired with written-out accompaniments for other continuo instruments. Consider, for instance, the opening of a three-voiced song by the German aristocrat Girolamo Kapsberger, reproduced in example 13a. Kapsberger calls for a double accompaniment of a chitarrone (notated in tablature on the bottom staff) and guitar (notated with alfabeto above the soprano voice).48 The guitar realization transcribed in example 13b is much thicker than that for the chitarrone. It also fails to follow the bass line or any of the dissonant suspensions found in the voices and chitarrone. In examples like these we can well understand why so many lutenists were scornful of the guitar, whose music and performers they deprecated as "simple-minded" and "barbaric." But as crude as many of these alfabeto accompaniments were, they did have the effect of directing one's attention to the harmonic skeleton of the music.
Thankfully, not all guitar accompaniments from the 17th century were as simplistic as Kapsberger's. The vocabulary of chordal dissonances (alfabeto dissonante) described above augmented the harmonic palate of guitarists. Further, as the century progressed, many guitarists attempted to animate the unrelenting chordal textures of rasgueado playing by introducing more delicate contrapuntal elaborations using punteado techniques rescued from the waning lute tradition. (One consequence of this was that in almost inverse proportion to the complexity of the music, alfabeto notation declined steadily in favor of tablature, disappearing outside of Spain altogether by the early 18th century.) The fusion of rasgueado and punteado stylistic elements was most successfully carried out, perhaps, in the mature solo compositions of Foscarini and Corbetta. Even so, the texture of most guitar accompaniments remained largely chordal, particularly in One of the reasons that thorough-bass realizations for guitar were often so awkward may be the unique way the skill was taught in most guitar tutors. We must keep in mind that keyboardists who played the thorough bass in the 17th century were more often than not church musicians and professional composers trained in contrapuntal theory. They could be expected to realize a fairly elaborate accompaniment (whether above a figured or unfigured bass) that corresponded to the voicings of the partitura. Not surprisingly, thorough bass was taught to these keyboardists as an essentially compositional skill.51
Few guitarists possessed any knowledge of contrapuntal theory, though. Indeed, many of them probably had a difficult enough time simply reading staff notation. How, tene then, were they to learn to play in the continuo ensemble? In the earliest accompaniments this posed little problem, as most of e guar ars erealed the guitar parts were already "realized" by the composer in alfabeto or tablature notation. Unlike the earliest monody accompaniments that truly needed to be realized at sight by the performer, the guitarist could play an accompaniment independent of the sounding bass line. But what was the guitarist to do when no alfabeto chords or tablature was provided, and there was only a bass line (wthther figured or not) from which to deduce the proper accompaniment? Clearly, some uncomplicated but reliable guidelines were needed for these accompanists. A solution was to teach a familiar triad above each scale degree so as to offer a primitive rule-of-thumb for accompaniment. We find such a rule-of-thumb in Amat's Guitarra espanola.52 Amat provides a table (reproduced in example 15) in which each degree of the seven-note diatonic scale (derived through hexachordal mutation) is assigned a specific consonant triad. In order to accompany any music, Amat explains, all the guitarist need do is correctly identify the hexachordal placement of the bass note and play the chord assigned to it by the table. In most cases this will be a "root-position" major or minor triad determined by the numbers found intabulated in the circle printed earlier in his treatise. If, however, the chord does not seem to fit well with any of the upper parts, one can find a chord that does fit by means of the letters ciphered above mi, ut-sol, and la-mi, and match these with other chords through an algorithm that Amat describes.53
The net result of Amat's table is that the third, fifth and seventh scale degrees of the major and minor diatonic scales can support one of four different triads: the root-position consonant triad, first inversion (6) major and minor triads, and a second inversion (6) major triad. Evidently Amat did not find it necessary to offer inversional substitutes on the remaining scale degrees (which consequently permit only root-position triads). Needless to say, this is all very mechanical and capable of accommodating only the most primitive music. But Amat insisted it still offered the easiest way for a beginning student to learn accompaniment, and one he had employed successfully in accompanying five-part music by Palestrina!54 We see that there are two scales (B quadro and B mollerepresenting the major and minor modes, respectively) supporting parallel diatonic triads. As we should expect by now, the bottom note of the chord does not necessarily correspond to the "root" of the triad. In fact, it is the exception when it does. Each scale degree is nonetheless implicitly understood as the root of the prescribed chord. Corbetta substitutes a 6th for a 5th only supra mi (over B in the "B quadro" mode and E in the "B molle" mode) to avoid the forbidden mi-fa tritone.
These scale triads are clearly not meant to represent any kind of meaningful harmonic progression. They had only a practical aim: to offer an efficient tabulation of the most important triads the guitarist needed to know. One would practice these chords in an ordered progression moving the left hand successively up the neck of the guitar. Once these scale triads were memorized, the guitarist had a ready vocabulary of chords to play over a diatonic bass. For this reason, they were called by Matteis "the first lesson which Schollars ought to learn by heart."59
As elementary and unpretentious as these scale triads appear, their theoretical implications are profound: they reflect the beginnings of a subtle, but ultimately decisive, shift in music theory away from a melodic conception of mode based upon the ordering and articulation of particular intervals and toward a tonal conception of key based upon the context and function of its indigenous harmonies. As we follow the evolution over the course of the 17th century of these scale triads as prescribed in guitar tutors, we are in essence observing the emergence of a scale-degree-based conceptualization of tonality-a kind of primitive Stufentheorie, if you will. And while many of the same formulations may be found in coterminous theorbo and keyboard tutors, it is in the literature for guitar that we find their most explicit and unencumbered depiction.
Of course scale triads were never meant to be applied slavishly to an unfigured bass. They were intended as a starting point, not an end.60 This is why in most thorough-bass primers the paradigmatic scale triads were followed by alternative scale harmonizations, sequential and chromatic bass patterns, dissonant signatures, and various cadential formulas. In order to master these advanced figures, guitarists were taught to memorize stock formulas and finger patterns. In most of the thorough-bass tutors listed in Table A, such figures were presented as isolated units to be practiced in ascending or descending diatonic chains. Example 17 by Henry Grenerin is typical in its presentation of the classic clausula formalis (called by him the "sixiesme majeure montant a l'octave"). The student begins by learning to play the cadence resolving in C major and then moves successively upwards, learning the same cadence in D minor, E major, F major, etc. By the time the student reaches the higher registers, the extreme octave overlappings intabulated by Grenerin produce some extraordinary voice leadings, with blatant parallel perfect consonances and improperly resolved dissonances.61 Such voice leading would never be countenanced in a keyboard thorough-bass treatise modeled upon contrapuntal rules. At its worst extremes, then, accompaniment as taught by 17th-century guitarists was little more than a rote task of inserting a small number of these memorized formulas into pre-assigned slots, resulting in a patchwork quilt of chords, progressions, suspensions and cadences that did not connect linearly with one another with any consistency (undoubtedly resembling the accompaniments seen in examples 13 and 14).
Still, there is a more positive side to this pedagogy and practice: it demonstrated that a successful continuo realization did not always require a scrupulous observance of voice-leading rules. (It should be noted that in practice these voice-leading indiscretions were not actually so egregious since there was normally a second continuo instrument like the viol or gamba doubling the notated bass line.) Transgressions of parallel consonances, unprepared and unresolved dissonances, and widely varying inversions, spacings and doublings were evidently tolerated by guitarists in favor of the harmonic result, contrary to the often-accepted view that figured-bass practice was fundamentally a contrapuntal art.62 This is not to say that, given a choice, a guitarist might not accept-and probably even prefer-a realization that was contrapuntally "correct." But given the specific musical context and constraints of the instrument, it was not a compelling choice. The issue here is not really whether a guitar realization is better or worse than one prescribed by keyboard pedagogues. Clearly no musician could fail to recognize that the guitar accompaniments in examples 13 and 14 lack refinement.63 Rather, the issue is that a growing chordal sensibility was encroaching upon a received contrapuntal practice, and this was being reflected in the simple empirical formulations of guitar accompaniments. A final point to be made concerns implications for 18th-century harmonic theory and thorough-bass pedagogy. I believe it can be legitimately argued that much of the implicit theory we have observed in 17th-century guitar practice points the way to theoretical formulations that would become explicitly articulated in the 18th century, most obviously in the harmonic theory of Rameau. This is not to claim, of course, that Rameau's fundamental bass was simply the progeny of 17th-century guitar pedagogy. It is to suggest, though, that much tradition in thorough-bass practice and pedagogy actually stands behind Rameau's theory, which is at bottom, after all, really a theory of thorough-bass signatures. And lest I be accused of succumbing to anachronistic historicism, let me point out that there indeed exists a direct connection that can be drawn between Rameau's theory and this guitar literature in a work we can be certain Even when Campion was teaching theorbo, he found the guitar indispensable for developing the student's technique of accompaniment. The rasgueado style of chordal strumming (which he calls batterie) offers a "marvelous" means of learning to realize figures. "It is for this reason," he adds, "that I ordinarily start those students wishing to learn theorbo accompaniment with a dozen lessons on the guitar."68
In 1716, Campion published a small thorough-bass tutor in which he promised to explain a secret device that would radically simplify its mastery for the theorbist and guitarist. He called this device the "regle de l'octave"-the "rule of the octave"-and credited its discovery to his predecessor at the opera, a certain Monsieur de Maltot. "I received this from him as the most profound testimony to his friendship. In the shortest amount of time, he made [thorough-bass accompaniment] practical to those for whom it was previously accessible only after many long years."69
The regle de l'octave described by Campion turns out to be no great secret but is instead a tonal refinement of the scale triads presented in 17th-century guitar primers. Campion even introduces the same term-regle-that Corbetta (regola) and Mace (general rule) had used to label their scale triads. Campion offers harmonizations of the A-Harmonic-minor and C-major scales and transposes them to the remaining 22 keys (see example 18). In order to accompany perfectly, Campion tells us, one must memorize these chords in all transpositions and then apply them at the appropriate point. This latter skill requires knowing what key one is in, or as Campion puts it, "in which octave one is in" (p. 6). Once the key is determined, the performer plays the assigned chord on the respective scale degree, just as with Amat's table or Corbetta's regola. Campion describes his regle as "the most certain and easy means of providing the correct chord, and I don't believe there has been anything until now more general or simple." And while Campion's regle is initially intabulated without any bass overlappings, later on he assures the student that any of these Ton Mineur
